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Abstract. In this paper we study the feasibility of an automated ini-
tialization system for a robust model-based lung segmentation approach.
The lung segmentation method consists of a Robust Active Shape Model
(RASM) matching stage followed by an Optimal Surface Finding (OSF)
step. The RASM needs to be initialized in rough proximity to the target
structure for achieving good segmentation results. For this purpose we
employ a feature-based alignment (FBA) method to predict three land-
mark points (left lung apex, right lung apex and carina). These land-
mark points are subsequently used to calculate initial model parameters.
The approach was evaluated on a diverse set of 98 CT scans of normal
and diseased lungs by comparison to an independent reference standard.
For segmentation results based on the new initialization approach, the
mean and standard deviation of the Dice coefficient was 0.976 ± 0.025.
In comparison, the Dice coefficient of lung segmentations based on the
previously utilized initialization method was 0.971 ± 0.040. The new
RASM initialization approach is 3-times faster than the previously uti-
lized method and can be expanded by including additional landmarks.

Keywords: Lung segmentation, computed tomography, model initial-
ization

1 Introduction

Segmentation of lungs in CT scans often serves as a first step for quantitative
lung image analysis. Most approaches exploit the large density difference between
air-filled lung parenchyma and surrounding tissues for segmenting lungs [1, 3, 4].
However, these methods can fail on diseased lungs where the expected density
difference is not observed. Recently, methods have been developed to deal with
this issue. Approaches range from employing an error-correcting hybrid system
[10], a combination of feature-based and threshold-based segmentations [11], a
registration method [6], and a shape ”break-and-repair” system [5].
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1: TLC images showing the automatically detected rib-cage bounding box
along with the associated initial RASM for three different cases: a) correctly de-
tected ribs, b) incorrectly detected ribs, c) correctly detected ribs but a different
CT scanning protocol. Note the scale is computed isotropically based only on x
and y extent of rib-cage [8].

In [8], we have presented a fully automated robust method that addresses the
issue of segmenting lungs with large high density structures like lung tumors. It
utilizes a lung model [2] generated from a training set and employs a Robust
Active Shape Model (RASM) matching method for fitting the lung model to CT
images of lungs. In a subsequent step, the RASM segmentation is automatically
adapted further by means of an Optimal Surface Finding (OSF) method [8].

In general, ASM based methods work well when they are initialized in prox-
imity to the target structure, because of the limited capture range of ASM’s (i.e.,
profile length). Consequently, initialization of the RASM is an important step
in fitting the lung model to a new CT volume. For this purpose, initial RASM
shape b and pose T (i.e., location, scale and rotation) parameters need to be
determined. Our previous initialization method reported in [8] utilized the mean
shape (b = 0) and automatically derived the pose parameters based on a rib de-
tection step. Specifically, the location and isotropic scale were calculated using
the bounding box of the detected ribs, assuming that ribs are a good predictor
for both. We found that this assumption holds for many cases, as demonstrated
in [8] (Fig. 1a). However, this initialization system is dependent on an accurate
segmentation of the ribs. If several ribs are not detected correctly due to low
bone density or other factors, the derived location and scale estimate can be off
(Fig. 1b). In addition, lungs may be scanned using a CT protocol that covers
larger parts of the abdomen which can cause initialization problems (Fig. 1c).

In this paper, we investigate an alternative approach for fully automated
RASM initialization based on a set of landmark points in a lung CT scan. These
points are automatically estimated by learning a feature-based model from set
of training lung CT images and training labels (containing coordinates of the
landmarks). The method is validated on a set of 98 MDCT lung scans containing
49 TLC and 49 FRC images representing a mixture of normal and diseased lungs.
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In addition to a performance analysis, we provide a detailed comparison to our
previously utilized initialization approach reported in [8].

2 Methods

Our approach to initialization of our robust lung segmentation method is based
on two main processing steps. First, given a new lung CT data set to process,
three key landmark points are estimated by utilizing a feature-based alignment
approach. Second, based on these landmark points, initial RASM pose param-
eters are calculated. A detailed description of these two steps is given in the
following subsections.

2.1 Estimation of Landmark Points

The aim is to select landmarks that can be estimated even in presence of diseases
and/or failure of conforming to the imaging protocol (e.g., respiratory state).
Here we utilize three different landmark points, namely left lung apex, right lung
apex and carina (Fig. 2). These points are chosen because the surrounding area
is least affected by diseases of lung tissue. For landmark estimation, a feature-
based model is learnt from a set of 50 training images of normal lungs. The three
landmark points are labeled in each training image.

The aim is to learn a model which can be used to predict the location of these
landmarks in a new lung CT image volume. This task is complicated by a variety
of factors including inter-subject anatomical variability, particularly in the case
of disease, subject misalignment, etc. A variety of localization techniques could
be brought to bear, here we adopt the feature-based alignment (FBA) method [9]
because of robustness to the aforementioned factors.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Example of landmark point locations. (a) Coronal view showing the left
and right apex. (b) Axial view showing carina.
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Fig. 3: Illustrating the feature-based model derived from lung CT volumes. The
graph plots the occurrence probability p(fj) of distinct scale-invariant features
fj . Several examples of relatively common features are shown, circles indicate the
location and scale of prototype features. Note that occurrence probabilities are
relatively low, this is because the same anatomical region may not be identifiable
in all subjects (e.g. due to disease) or may be represented by different model
features.

FBA makes use of a local 3D scale-invariant feature representation, whereby
image volumes are transformed into a collection of distinctive local image patches,
each consisting of a location, scale and 3D orientation. The locations and scales of
patches or features are identified based on the multi-scale difference-of-Gaussian
operator, after which 3D orientations are assigned to each feature based on dom-
inant image gradients computed within the patch. Once feature geometry has
been defined, image patches are cropped, normalized according to their geometry
and encoded using the gradient orientation histogram appearance descriptor.

Let T represent a similarity transform from a subject to a normalized model
reference space, and let I = {I1, . . . , Ii, . . . } represent a set of features extracted
in an image. FBA models the posterior probability of the transform aligning I
to a set of latent model features {f1, . . . , fj , . . . }:

p(T |I) ∝ p(T )p(I|T ) = p(T )
∏

i

∑

j

p(Ii|fj ,T )p(fj). (1)

In Equation (1), p(Ii|fj ,T ) represents a conditional density over extracted fea-
ture parameters (i.e. geometry and appearance descriptor), p(fj) represents the
occurrence probability of latent feature instance fj and p(T ) is a prior density
over transform T . Density and probability parameters are estimated from feature
data extracted in a set of aligned training images, resulting in a feature-based
model or atlas. This is achieved via a robust clustering process, identifying sets
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of features across subjects that are similar in terms of their geometry and ap-
pearance. Each such cluster represents a set of different instances of the same
underlying anatomical pattern fj in different subjects, from which probability
and density parameters are estimated via maximum likelihood. Figure 3 illus-
trates the feature-based model, including feature occurrence probabilities p(fj)
and several prototype features fj .

According to the procedure described above, FBA aligns all training images
into a model reference frame based on matching features. To define the location
of individual landmark points in the model framework, all training landmark
points are mapped to the model reference frame. The average of the training
label coordinates {λi} in the model reference frame represents the location of
landmark points in the model framework.

Given a new test image, features can be extracted and aligned to the feature-
based model by maximizing a-posteriori similarity transform p(T |I):

TMAP = argmax
T

{p(T |I)} (2)

Note an uninformative uniform prior probability p(T ) is used. The alignment
solution consists of TMAP in addition to locally linear deformations between
corresponding image and model features. The advantages of FBA system are ef-
ficiency and robustness; computation time is approximately 40 seconds (primar-
ily due to feature extraction), and alignment can be achieved despite arbitrary
global similarity transforms.

Once the test image is aligned to the model, predicting the location of the
landmarks is thereafter straightforward. The mean landmark locations {λi} in
model reference frame are simply transformed via T−1

MAP to identify their loca-
tions in test subject space.

2.2 Calculation of RASM Pose Parameters

Since we have independent models for right and left lungs [8], RASM initial-
ization and segmentation is done independently. Initializing a RASM requires
specifying the initial shape and pose parameters. Similar to our previous work
[8], we use the mean shape parameters for the initial shape. The pose parameters,
specifically the isotropic scale parameter s and location parameter l = (lx, ly, lz),
are derived from the three landmarks whose estimate is provided by the method
described in Section 2.1. Note that just like in [8], the rotation parameter was
not required to be calculated due to the utilized CT protocol.

Let the left or right lung apex be denoted by a = (ax, ay, az) and carina
by c = (cx, cy, cz). The components of initial location parameter l of left/right
RASM are computed independently from the coordinates of lung apex a and
carina c. Fig. 4 depicts the apex and carina overlaid on a slice of CT image in
both axial and frontal view. This will serve as a template for series of empirical
observations.

In the x-direction (Fig. 4a), it is observed that the center component lx of
each lung can be computed as an offset from cx. This offset can be determined
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(a) Axial view (b) Coronal view

Fig. 4: Diagram showing relationship of location l to apex a and carina c.

using the difference between each lung apex and carina in x-direction. In the
y-direction, the location of carina cy forms a robust estimator for ly. Lastly, in
the z-direction, the geometric center of lung can be computed as an offset from
cz. This offset can be determined using the difference between the lung apex
and carina in z-direction (Fig. 4b). Based on all these observations, we define
the location l as

lx = cx + β(cx − ax),

ly = cy,

lz = cz + γ(cz − az).

(3)

Parameters β = 1.5 and γ = 2
3 were experimentally determined.

To compute the isotropic scale parameter s, we observe that the distance
from lung apex to carina is a good indicator of the size of lungs. In other words,
larger lungs tend to have a higher apex-to-carina distance and smaller lungs have
this distance smaller. Based on this, s ∝ cz − az. Denoting the apex and carina
of the mean shape, respectively, by a∗ and c∗, the scale for initial ASM can be
written as

s =
cz − az
c∗z − a∗z

(4)

Note that relationships given in equation 3 and 4 will be slightly different for
TLC and FRC images. Specifically, the scale s will be smaller for FRC images.
And the location offset in z-direction, given by γ, will also be smaller. Here
we attempt to automatically initialize the RASM without a priori information
regarding the breathing state and use the same parameters for both TLC and
FRC images. The motivation for doing this is to be able to account for non-
compliance during imaging or the impact of lung disease such as emphysema.
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Figure 5 shows these points and the initial RASM for some images. Based on
this initialization, the RASM-OSF based segmentation procedure [8] is applied
to segment the left and right lungs.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5: Images showing projection of the three landmarks along with the associ-
ated initial ASM. The cases shown are the same as in Fig. 1.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Image Data

For evaluation, 98 multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) thorax scans
were utilized. The scans were partitioned into four different sets as follows. Sets
Snormal, Sasthma, SCOPD, and Smix, respectively, represent MDCT scans of
lungs with no significant abnormalities (normals), asthma (both severe and non-
severe), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (GOLD 1 to 4), and a
mix of different lung diseases (e.g., Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis, COPD, etc.).
Each set contains scans of the same person at TLC and FRC. The total number
of scans in sets Snormal, Sasthma, SCOPD and Smix are, respectively, 20, 24, 28
and 26. The image sizes vary from 512×512×415 to 512×512×642 voxels. The
slice thickness of images ranged from 0.5 to 0.6 mm and the in-plane resolution
from 0.55× 0.55 to 0.71× 0.71 mm.

3.2 Experimental Setup

Active shape models were created for left and right lung shapes using a com-
bination of 75 TLC and 75 FRC scans of normal lungs. The models were then
robustly fitted to the test CT scans (Section 3.1) to segment the left and right
lungs. Details about model generation and matching can be found in [8]; the only
difference was the method utilized for automatic initialization of the RASM. For
Method 1, the rib-based automated initialization system reported in [8] was used.
In the case of Method 2, the landmark-based initialization system described in
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Section 2 was applied and the feature-based model was trained using 25 TLC
and 25 FRC scans, which were a subset of the scans used for creating the active
shape models. Approximately 2500 features are extracted in each lung image us-
ing a 3D SIFT-based feature extractor [9]. The FBA model groups features from
all training images into a set of approximately 3000 prototype features whose
probability distribution is indicated in Fig. 3.

3.3 Independent Reference Standard and Quantitative Index

For all test data sets, an independent reference standard was generated by using
the commercial lung image analysis software package Apollo (VIDA Diagnos-
tics Inc., Coralville, IA) to automatically create lung segmentations. These were
then inspected by an expert and segmentation errors were manually corrected,
if needed. The Dice coefficient D [7] was utilized to measure the segmentation
accuracy of the lung segmentations compared to the independent reference stan-
dard.

4 Results

Table 1: Overall Lung Segmentation Results for Initialization Methods 1 and 2.

Set State DMethod1 DMethod2

Snormal
TLC 0.989 ± 0.002 0.988 ± 0.002
FRC 0.981 ± 0.006 0.982 ± 0.004

Sasthma
TLC 0.982 ± 0.009 0.981 ± 0.014
FRC 0.947 ± 0.069 0.971 ± 0.016

SCOPD
TLC 0.986 ± 0.007 0.986 ± 0.005
FRC 0.960 ± 0.062 0.977 ± 0.013

Smix
TLC 0.975 ± 0.018 0.973 ± 0.031
FRC 0.954 ± 0.040 0.948 ± 0.045

Overall 0.971 ± 0.040 0.976 ± 0.025

Table 1 summarizes the Dice coefficient for Methods 1 and 2 on the 98 test
data sets. Figure 6 shows the bar plot of the difference DMethod2 −DMethod1 to
better highlight performance differences between both approaches.

To assess the effect of the initialization method on the first processing step of
our lung segmentation method (RASM), the Dice coefficient for the intermediate
RASM matching results was calculated. It was 0.941 ± 0.041 and 0.946 ± 0.029
for Method 1 and 2, respectively. As reported in [8], the required computing
time for Method 1 was 2 min on average. In comparison, Method 2 required
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Fig. 6: Bar plots showing the difference in Dice coefficients between final lung
segmentations generated based on initialization Method 2 and Method 1.
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(a) Method 1

(b) Method 2

Fig. 7: Intermediate RASM segmentation results. Corresponding RASM initial-
izations are shown in Fig. 1 for Method 1 and Fig. 5 for Method 2.

(a) Method 1

(b) Method 2

Fig. 8: Comparison of final lung segmentation results on three different cases.
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40 seconds on average. A comparison of segmentation results achieved after the
RASM step for both initialization methods is given in Fig. 7.

If the initial RASM is far-away from the target structure, the RASM match-
ing can fail and the subsequent OSF segmentation step might not recover from
this problem (due to the limited length of the search profiles). Fig. 8 shows some
additional examples to demonstrate the impact of both initialization methods
on final segmentation results.

Method 2 primarily fails to produce good initializations in 3 cases (Fig. 6),
all belonging to the set Smix. These primarily failed due to applying the same
location/scale estimates for both TLC and FRC lungs (see Eq. 3 and 4). This
assumption in combination with inaccurate predictions for landmark points can
result in suboptimal placement of the RASM. Figure 9 shows such a case.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9: Example of an inaccurate RASM initialization generated by Method 2.
(a) RASM initialization overlaid with projections of the predicted lung apex and
carina. (b) Final segmentation result.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

With the presented work, we have shown that a landmark-based initialization
approach for our robust model-based lung segmentation method is feasible. The
approach delivered good results across TLC and FRC CT scans as well as a
range of different lung diseases. The overall performance of the new method was
found to be comparable to the previously utilized ribcage-based initialization
system. In addition, the new method delivered improved results for many cases
where the old approach failed (Fig. 6) and was found to be three times faster.

Currently the initialization system is based on predicting three landmark
points (left and right lung apex and carina), which are then used to estimate
scale and position of the initial RASM. The presented work represents an initial
study with only a small number of landmarks. However, the framework allows us
to easily incorporate additional landmark points with low additional computing
time. For example, landmarks on the diaphragm or the costophrenic angles could
be used to improve the scale estimation of the initial RASM. This will very likely
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lead to a more robust model initialization and allow us to reduce remaining
initialization inaccuracies. In other future work we will investigate options to
combine FBA with point distribution models for direct initialization of RASM.
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